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LIFE MASTERY TRAINING PROGRAM 
Excessive and Deficient Spiritual Life Purpose Point 

 
 
Deficient Spiritual Life Purpose Point - Vows that specifically distance you from the Spiritual Life 
Purpose point creating a deficient center are: not having any sense of purpose, life is random and not 
guided, you wish you were someone else, trying to make a difference in the world is a waste of time, you 
are nothing special, others are better than you, you tried to do something big - a marriage, a business, a 
quest in the world - but it failed and you are never going to put that much energy into anything ever again, 
etc.  In the deficient state, you will not have a sense of mission or trust that anything even has a purpose 
in your life other than to beat you down or give you false hope.  You have given up on your dreams that 
you thought gave up on you.   
 
Healing Deficient Spiritual Life Purpose Point  - The SLP point is the seat of Knowledge.  Within it are 
every contract you have ever made in this lifetime as to how you will use your physical, mental, emotional 
and spiritual skills to do your part to expand consciousness here on planet Earth and in this universe.  It 
is a deep sense of purpose that, when open, will underlie all thoughts and actions you take in the world.  
It will let you understand your PLP, i.e. why you were born where you were, to the parents you were born 
to, and now with the people you are with, with the body you have, and the emotional and mental 
capabilities you have.  The SLP point gives your life meaning. It is your Life Purpose Profile. 
 
Doing inner work like we do in the school, to find your secret place and live there, dig deep into your 
profiles and lower and higher selves, and find your “Big Why” is the most important work you can do to 
open this center again from deficiency.  Other ways to begin are: self-reflection and journaling to find 
threads of truth through your life, doing the Byron Katie work to let go of your story, “Finding your 
personal legend” as Paulo Coelho says, trusting anything or anyone again and taking action on that trust.     
The SLP is your knowing.  There are moments in your life that you are called and just know who you are 
and why you are here.  Often those knowings were rejected by others with no vision. JK Rolling had her 
manuscript rejected 12 times before Harry Potter found a home and she wrote much of it on tissue paper 
since she had no money to buy paper. You have had a contract with this universe since the moment you 
were born and it has never changed, it is unbendable and non-negotiable, you must study your life to 
discover the truth of it.   
 
 
Excessive Spiritual Life Purpose Point - When the SLP point is excessive, you are sure of who you 
think you are.  And you think your purpose in life is a job, or some amount of money, or a soulmate 
relationship, or some skill that makes you special and better than others, or having a spiritual gift that lets 
you heal or give others sage advice.  You may become a doctor, or a soldier, an athlete, or a mother, or 
work for a non-profit organization to give your low self-esteem a boost and make you feel at least as good 
or better than others.  The excessive SLP will become an expert in some way and then let all other 
elements of life ask that expertise how to interact, i.e. a doctor has a very different set of justifiable 
behaviors with their spouse than a soldier, but both of their expertise’s keep the expert isolated in their 
own little world of self-protection rather than truly trusting life and being open and vulnerable to their inner 
callings.   
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Like in the PLP, the mind can fixate on a set of behaviors that it becomes an expert in and can figure out 
how to execute that mental pattern into a set of behaviors no matter what the circumstances.  Though 
this is a highly paid trait in business and an ego booster for low self-esteem, it is almost completely 
useless spiritually.  There are hundreds of business development seminar events every month full of 
successful people who are being successful at things that they have no deeper interest in than making 
money.  Not knowing your purpose leads to living a trial-and-error life.   
 
Healing Excessive Spiritual Life Purpose Point  - Use the same basic self-reflection skills as used to 
heal the deficient: Secret place, Big Why, chakra mapping, what has called you throughout life, etc.   But 
this has one caveat - if you tend toward excessive in the SLP point you must be willing to let go of what 
you think makes you the most special and is for sure your greatest gift.  The truth is that there is no one 
thing you do that gives you your purpose, anything that you raise within you to some exalted state over 
all others is what your problem is.  For example, it is not uncommon for KA’s in RK defense who have a 
lot of discipline and love mastery to work harder than anyone else in every program they are in - college, 
business training, yoga, healing, spiritual practice, etc. - and thus feel that they are doing their best all the 
time and because they also have great memory and comprehension feel that they are getting it faster 
and better than others. This feels like a spiritual gift, which it is. But as an exalted state, it ends up just 
being addictive striving, especially if they link that discipline to spiritual practice and knowledge.  But 
because throughout their lives they have had the most success by being disciplined in their actions, 
discipline becomes their SLP.  But it isn’t, it is just an excessive focus on one good skill to the detriment 
of what actually takes them from RK into KA “not knowing” with an open heart. 

 
Balanced and Healthy Spiritual Life Purpose Point  - Living fully in the SLP point is having a balance in 
life that allows one pure purpose to immerge, like the child in the secret place that applies to all life 
situations.  In this state the person has a sense of inner peace and knowing but is not totally sure of what it 
even is, they just trust it will keep emerging out of them even when the mysteries of life challenge them to 
stay open not be called in every area of your life.  Life is felt as a calling, not a job.  We all live 24 hour a 
day lives, but how much of yours you surrender to your purpose is all that counts in life.  You can’t know 
your purpose; you must feel it pull you, and go.   
 
Whether you are taking the children to a soccer game or writing the final words in your world changing 
book, or dealing with a problem at work, you let each moment awaken within you a knowing that this is the 
moment you live your purpose and make a difference.   
 
In the East, the SLP point is called the seat of wisdom.  It is the doorway to that which lets you be 
conscious of both your body and your soul, and “Why” they are a perfect match.     
 


